
Home Learning Pack for Year 1

Monday 1st March - Friday 5th March 2021

This pack does not need to be printed. Pupils can work through the learning using their own pad/exercise book. 

Pupils can gain extra support by clicking on the links throughout this pack. 



These timings are a suggestion 
only; please do what works best for 
your family. 

The Year One team will be available 
to answer any questions via email 
between 9.00 and 9:30 every 
‘school’ day. 

Send us an email with your best 
bits of work per task, we’d love to 
see it! We will aim to get feedback 
to you within 24hrs of receiving 
your work. 

Teachers will be dropping you a call 
to catch up at various points in the 
week.

Click each session to take you to 
the right part of the pack.  

Have a great week!

Miss Bennison, Miss Milward, 
Mrs Winters

This Week’s ScheduleMonday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Spellings / Reading / Purple Mash

World Maths 
Day!

World Book Day!

Spellings / 
Reading / Purple 

Mash

English Day 1 English Day 2 English Day 5

PE with Sharon 
11.25-12.15

Maths Day 2 Maths Day 5

Maths Day 1
Discovery Topic 

Day 2
Discovery Topic 

Day 5

Phonics Day 1 Phonics Day 2 Phonics Day 5

Live Lesson 
2.30-3.00

Live Lesson 
2.30-3.00

Live Lesson 
2.30-3.00

Live Lesson 
2.30-3.00

Live Lesson 
2.30-3.00



8.30 – 9.00
Suggested activities to complete during this time

Don’t forget to vary your activities daily so that you make progress on all of the 
tasks below. 

If you have lost your log in details for any online activities, email your class teacher 
for a reminder.

Scroll down for this 
week’s spellings.

Click here to log into 
Purple Mash.

Click here to read a free 
ebook on Oxford Owls.

https://www.purplemash.com/sch/oasisa
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/




English Day 1 – The Cat’s Tale
Log on to Purple Mash to watch the lesson video!

For a reminder of the story, click here
to watch me read it to you.

Grow your thoughts:

Did you notice that the cat is 
never mentioned in the text? We 
only see it in the pictures. Why 
do you think this is? Would the 

story feel different if the cat was 
included in the text?

Look at these pictures of the cat and consider the questions below.

• Why is the cat in the house?
• Where does the cat come from?
• Does anybody own the cat?

Have a think or talk to your grownwup. 

Hello Year One! Last week we 
explored ‘A Dark, Dark Tale’. 
Lots of you spotted the cat in 
the pictures…

https://vimeo.com/513881817/1b3d398fcd


This week we are going to write a story inspired by ‘A Dark, Dark Tale’. The cat will be telling the story, and your story will have 
some things which are the same as in ‘A Dark, Dark Tale’ and some things which are different. Today we will start planning your 
story, starting with who the cat is and where the cat lives. I will show you my work as we go.

In ‘A Dark Dark Tale’, the words ‘dark, dark’ appear A LOT.
For your story, you need to think of your own repeating word. The word needs 
to be able to describe lots of different things. 
You could choose from the options here, or come up with your own.
Remember, the word you choose will affect your whole story, so pick wisely!

Now you need to give your 
cat a character! Think of a 
name, then think of where 
the cat lives. Use these 
pictures for more ideas.

Possible Repeating Words:

big small cold hot

slimy smooth hard soft

colours – blue, red, green, black, etc.



My cat is called _____________________________

My cat lives in ______________________________

My repeating word: __________________________

Now it’s your turn! Write down and draw what you’ve decided in the spaces below. 

My cat is called Polo.

My cat lives in a cold cold castle.

My repeating word: cold.

This is my work so far. 
Don’t forget to include 
some drawings of your cat 
and its home!

my cat my cat’s home



Maths Day 1
Using Rulers

Click here to watch the video

Flash back, 
can you 
quickly solve 
these?

Circle the correct answer to complete the sentences.

1. When we measure something using objects (like shells or 
paperclips) the objects must be

the same size. all different sizes. 

2. When we measure something using objects, the objects must be 

really spaced out. next to each other 
with no gaps.

3. It wouldn’t be good to measure a swimming pool using paperclips 
because

they would all fall in the pool. they are too small and it 
would take ages.

https://vimeo.com/510394004


Why use a 
ruler?

The sandcastle is 4 shells long. But which shells? When 
we use a ruler, there’s no confusion!

Sometimes we need to measure and compare different 
objects, like these pencils. We can measure them all and 

compare using a ruler!

When we use a ruler and we’re measuring 
something like a fork, we don’t need to worry 
about the spaces! Sometimes it can be hard 

to measure using objects because it’s difficult 
not to use spaces. 

If you go to a shop to buy ribbon, you won’t 
ask for 5 shells or 20 paperclips of ribbon, 

because people talk about length using rulers. 



Ron is going to measure the knife, but he needs to be careful! Can you work out why?
Knives are sharp so he should handle it carefully. But also, he needs to mind the gap. There’s usually a gap 
before we can measure. We don’t start at the very end of the ruler, we need to begin after the gap. 
Spot the difference in the pictures!

TIP: What if it isn’t perfect? This pencil isn’t quite on the 6, but it’s closest to 6 
or almost 6. So choose the number that the object is closest to. 



1. Find your own ruler. 
Look at the ruler we used in the slides. What’s the same? What’s different?

The same: ________________________________________________________________________

Different: ________________________________________________________________________

Now it’s your turn! 
Have a go at the questions below.

2. Measure 3 of your pencils and write down how long they are.

Pencil 1: ___________________________________________________

Pencil 2:___________________________________________________

Pencil 3:___________________________________________________

3. Write down one reason that using rulers is good.

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________



Day 1 – ‘ew’

Read these high frequency (fairy) words:
• said
• and
• old

Read these tricky troll words:
• friend
• they
• your

Caption: ‘ew ew stew and 
brew’
Action: pretend eating with 
one hand and drinking with 
the other

Listen to this story. How many 
‘ew’ words can you hear? 
(Dragon Stew by Steve Smallman)

Read these ew words. Underline the ew 
sound whenever it appears!

stew brew

crew flew

pew new

nephew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnQqf7Sl98o


English Day 2 – The Cat’s Tale
Log on to Purple Mash to watch the lesson video!

Welcome back Year One! I hope you are ready to continue your story. In ‘A Dark, Dark Tale’ we are taken on a journey.
The journey begins on the moor and ends with the mouse. As the story continues we get closer and closer to the mouse.
Look at the pictures to remind yourself of the steps we take to get closer to the mouse!

Can you see that the location starts very big and ends up very small? There is also a surprise at the end of the story. 
Write down what the surprise is or share your ideas with a grownup.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

For our story, we will also be going on a journey. Yesterday you decided where your journey will begin, today we will decide 
where the journey will end. Mine begins in a castle, and now I’ve decided it will end in a basket. I’ve decided on the 
surprise too, but I won’t share it just yet! Use the pictures above to help you decide where your story will end.



Now it’s your turn! First of all, decide where your story will end.

My story begins in__________________________________

My story ends in___________________________________

I have decided on my surprise: yes no

My story begins in a castle.

My story ends in a basket.

I have decided on my surprise: yes no

This is 
my 
version!

Next think about how you will get from the beginning to the end. Remember the places should get smaller and smaller! 
Draw some of your ideas to help you. Look at my pictures above to see a good example.

beginning end – smallest spacesmaller space even smaller space



Maths Day 2
Measuring Length

Click here to watch the video

Flash back, 
can you 
quickly solve 
these?

https://vimeo.com/510394371


How long are these pencils? Could you put them 
in order from shortest to longest? 

Well done if you got the answers right! From 
shortest to longest, the pencils are: 

yellow, brown, blue

How long is the knife? Don’t forget to mind the gap!

The knife is 9cm.



These towers are the same length, even 
though they are made with different cubes!

Did you spot that the red tower is shorter 
than the yellow tower?  



Now it’s your turn! Have a go at the questions below.



Discovery Topic Day 2
Castles!

Today you are finding out about castles in Scotland. Remember one 
of the castles we saw last week? That was Edinburgh Castle, a very 
special castle in Scotland. Watch this video to find out more about 
the people living near castles in Scotland.

Read these facts about Medieval castles 
and homes, then complete the quiz on 
Purple Mash!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z74jpv4/articles/zmcqcqt


Day 2 – ‘ew’

Read these high frequency (fairy) words:
• his
• some
• once

Read these tricky troll words:
• what
• put
• were

Caption: ‘ew ew stew and 
brew’
Action: pretend eating with 
one hand and drinking with 
the other

Listen to this story again and 
write down all the ‘ew’ 
words you can spot in a list.

Can you unscramble these ‘ew’ words?

wtes = ________

bewr = ________

cwre = ________ 

wlef = ________

wep = ________ 

new = ________

nephew = ________

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnQqf7Sl98o


Wednesday 3rd March

Today is all about celebrating the wonderful 
world of Maths!

Maths is all around us in everything we do.
On the next few pages, you will find a 

selection of activities to complete at home 
today, which have been grouped according to 
each subject but all have a Maths focus. There 
are also some extension tasks for KS2 (Years 3 

– 6) but feel free to adapt the tasks as you 
wish. Please have a go at completing as many 

as you can and remember to send your 
brilliant work to your teachers.

Have fun and be sure to challenge yourself to 
be the best mathematician you can be today!



Maths

Look around your house. How many windows can you spot? Measure the 
length of them. Are they similar or different in size?

KS2 extension: Can you convert the measurements from cm-m and vice 
versa. Can you work out the area of glass needed for your whole house? 

Think about a school trip you would 
like to go on and work out the cost of 

it. Be sure to think about the 
following things:

- Travel: how many coaches will you 
need? How much will it cost?

- Entrance fees: How much will it 
cost per child? Per adult? Are 
there any group discounts?

Can you make a poster 
about a particular Maths 

concept? For example 
number bonds to 20 or 
multiplying by 2/3 digit 
numbers? Use diagrams 

and pictures to help 
explain. Be sure to make 

your poster nice and 
colourful!

Explore tangrams - what 
pictures can you make? Can 
you make your own version 

using different shapes?

Play 'Higher or Lower' with one suit from a standard pack of playing cards.
KS2 extension: What is the probability that the next card will be higher or 

lower? What if we use two suits? What if we use the whole pack?

Go on a shape hunt in your 
local area. What shapes can 

you spot?
KS2 extension: Think about 

both 2D and 3D shapes. 
Could you imagine what the 

nets would be?

Can you design your own 
maths game or puzzle? 

Perhaps you could create an 
emoji puzzle or Sudoku?



Can you think of any popular books that 
include numbers or counting? For example, The 

Very Hungry Caterpillar or Six Dinner Sid. Can 
you write your own counting book?

KS2 extension: Can you develop some number 
problems based on them?

Choose a page from a book you are reading. What 
are the average number of words per sentence? 

Average number of letters per word? Which words 
appear most frequently? Which letters?
KS2 extension: How can you present this 

information using a graph? Have a go.

Count the number of nouns 
in a piece of text. How 

many are there altogether?
KS2 extension: Can you 

work out the percentage of 
the words that are nouns?

Have a go at completing the 
same activity but this time, 

count the number of 
adjectives.

English

‘Maths should be given more time in school.’ 
Do you agree or disagree? Write a page 

arguing for or against.

Can you write some one step number problems involving 
addition and subtraction? For example, Adam has 4 bananas 

and Ruby has 8. How many bananas do they have altogether?
KS2 extension: Can you write one and two step number 

problems involving all four operations?

Where would you like your next school trip to be to? 
Work out the costings and write a persuasive letter to 

Mrs Wingrave asking for the funding.

Can you create your own maze in the 
garden or in a park and write directions 
for it using mathematical language such 

as ‘turn a quarter right.’

Create your own maths challenges 
for your teacher! Can they solve 

them? Make them as difficult as you 
can!

Have a listen to one of these 
maths-based stories:

https://www.mathsthroughstories
.org/videos.html  



Be sure to check out these fantastic maths-focused stories read aloud by KidTime
StoryTime. Click on this link to access the videos:

https://www.mathsthroughstories.org/videos.html

https://www.mathsthroughstories.org/videos.html


What are the measurements of all the planets in our solar system? Which 
planet is the biggest and which is the smallest?

KS2 extension: Make a scale model of the solar system. Use this website 
https://www.exploratorium.edu/ronh/solar_system/ to help you plan it out.

Measure the temperature in different 
parts of your house. What’s the difference 

in temperature between rooms?
KS2 extension: Can you explain the 

variations in temperature?

Science

Talk to a friend about when we use Maths as part of Science 
activities. What needs to be measured during Science 

investigations? How is it measured and why does it need to be 
measured?

Marble run. You’ll need some cardboard, sticky tape and a 
marble (or something similar!) for this activity. Can you build a 
run that keeps the marble going for at 10 seconds? What about 

a minute? Use a stopwatch to time how long the marble will 
run for.

KS2 extension: Can you present the information using a graph?

https://www.exploratorium.edu/ronh/solar_system/


• Can you research a famous mathematician from the 
past and create a poster or fact file about them?
KS2 extension: Could you write their biography or 
create a timeline to show the main events of their life?

• Research maths in ancient cultures. For example, the 
abacus or roman numerals. How were they used? 
Compare it with the maths we learn today.

• Research historical number systems. For example, 
find out about Roman Numerals or ancient Egyptian 
numbers. Can you make up and solve some problems 
using those number systems?
KS2 extension: Can you invent your own number 
system?

History
• Measure the distance from your home to other places 
that you visit regularly. Create a map that shows your 
route.
KS2 extension: Can you create a co-ordinate grid map, 
label the amenities and write down the co-ordinates of 
them?

• Make a map showing where your family or friends live. 
How do they normally get to school or work?
KS2 extension: Can you gather some data about your 
friends/family and present the information in a graph or 
pictogram?

• Discuss different ways of measuring distances. What 
units of measurement do we use? How do we measure 
short and longer distances?

• Measure some distances around your house. How far is 
the front door to your local supermarket? How far is your 
front door to your neighbours?

Geography



DT
• Can you design and construct some nets for 3D 
shapes?

• Look at the packaging of items in lunchboxes and 
make a list of which shapes are used? Why might they 
have been chosen do you think?

• Choose something to cook/bake. Follow the recipe 
weighing out the ingredients carefully as you go. 
Perhaps you could try making some biscuits in different 
shapes?

• Choose a recipe and work out the ingredients you 
would need for twice as many people as the recipe 
states. What about if it were four times as many? What 
if it was for 100 people?

• Can you build some 3D shapes with spaghetti?

• Can you create a Maths themed party hat?

Art

• Have a look at M.C Escher’s tessellation 
art and create your own work of art.

• Study the work of an artists who use 
geometric shapes and create your own. 
Examples include Mondrian. Kandinsky,
Klee, Miró. Stella and Rothko.

• Create some ‘random’ art by drawing a 
simple grid and using a dice to determine 
which colour each shape is coloured.

• Create your own artwork using just regular 
and irregular 2D shapes.

• Create some symmetrical artwork           
(e.g. butterflies).



• Experiment combining different rhythms with your 
family. For example, you could clap out a 1,2,3,4 pattern 
while your sibling claps out 1,2,3. What happens? What 
do you notice?

• Can you make up a song or rap about your times 
tables? You could choose to focus on just the 3 times 
table for example, or you could include several of your 
times tables! Be creative!

• Find out the playing time of your favourite 
songs/pieces of music. Use this information to find the 
average or to generate charts and graphs that represent 
the data.

Music

• Can you create some repeating patterns or tessellations 
on Purple Mash using 2paint? Use the internet to research 
some examples if you’re stuck for ideas.

• How good are your codebreaking skills? Put them to the 
test and see if you can solve this investigation: 
https://nrich.maths.org/1172

• Can you design a maths quiz for your friends to 
complete?

• Can you create a PowerPoint presentation that teaches 
others about a specific Maths concept?

• Play some online games to improve your number skills:
• TT Rockstars
• Hit the button
• Topmarks

Computing

https://nrich.maths.org/1172


Thursday 4th March



How many activities can you complete?  
Have fun!

Take a peek at the 2021 world 
book day books by clicking here.

For children in Reception, 
Year 1 and Year 2 click here
to listen to some stories 
and there are some 
activities too!

Click here to take part in live 
events throughout the week.

Over the next few slides there are different 
ideas to celebrate world book day.

Reception, Year 1 and 2: can you complete 
2-3 activities?

Year 3 and 4: can you complete 3 to 4?

Year 5 and 6: challenge yourself!

This week we are having a 
competition in Years 3 to 6.  

Which class can read the most on 
MyOn?  Make sure that you log in 
and see how you are doing, I will be 
giving the class teachers daily 
updates to share with you on your 
class lessons!  You can do it!

https://www.worldbookday.com/books/
https://www.worldbookday.com/share-a-story-corner/
https://www.worldbookday.com/events/


There is a series on Netflix 
called bookmarks celebrating 
diverse authors and books.  
Click here to watch a trailer.  

Click here to watch 
Mrs Wiltshaw read.

Click here to read 
with Mrs Parr.Click here to watch 

Miss Bennison read.

Click here to listen to 
a story with Mrs 
Turner.

Click here to listen to 
a story with Mrs 
Duggan.

Click here to listen to 
a story with Mrs 
Claridge and Mr 
Norris.

Click here to listen to 
a story with Mrs 
Wingrave.

Click here to listen to 
a story with  Mrs 
Wingrave.Click here to listen to a 

story with Miss Milward.

https://www.netflixbookmarks.com/
https://vimeo.com/517054917/4533deef47
https://vimeo.com/517118402/e86046ca98
https://vimeo.com/516889886/202a387f6b
https://vimeo.com/517104436/8b50e49e50
https://vimeo.com/517116334/66512a9c28
https://vimeo.com/517145337/ac54e9f177
https://vimeo.com/517119533/f7d3e737ed
https://vimeo.com/517119533/f7d3e737ed
https://vimeo.com/517131425/ca4996e57f


Take your 
favourite quote 
from a book 
and make it 
into a poster.  
Click here to 
read some 
famous quotes.

Take a potato and turn it into a book character.  
Can you name any of these characters in the 

picture?  Can you find the BFG?  Olaf?

Click here to make a book 
day book mark with Rob.

Click here to 
make a mouse 
puppet from 
Mrs Wiltshaw’s 
story. too? You 
will need . . . 
Paper, scissors 
and glue.

Can you write about 
your day and illustrate 
it to make your own 
version of ‘A diary of a 
wimpy kid’?

https://www.theguardian.com/childrens-books-site/2016/jan/21/the-greatest-inspirational-quotes-from-childrens-books
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhMoHJuQuLs
https://vimeo.com/517053893/c53a36fc93


Click here
To make 
frobscottle.
You will need:
Kiwis
Raspberry 
yoghurt
Lemonade
Cream soda

Can you design 
your own 
chocolate bar 
for Mr Wonka?  
Make it as crazy 
as you can, 
what magical 
things will it 
make you do?

Can you read the beginning of 
this story here and then bake 
Gingerbread men?  You will 
need:

In the Lion, the Witch and 
the Wardrobe one of the 
characters, Edmund, has a 
favourite sweet. Turkish 
delight.  Have you ever 
tried it?  What does it 
taste like?  What do you 
think of it?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w1iPtyumk5g
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/Nadiya_s_Bake_Me_a_Story/8-G8CwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover


Read a short part of a 
book, act out what you 
think happened next 
and ask a grown up or 
a sibling to write it 
down.  
Take turns to 
see where 
the story
takes you!

Play Where’s Wally with a regular book.  
Open the book and see who can be the 
first to find a word or a picture on the 
pages.  

Keep a track on a score board:

Name Tally score

Make a story circle.  Take turns to go around 
the circle and try to tell a story.  You may only 
say one word each though!



English Day 5 – The Cat’s Tale
Log on to Purple Mash to watch the lesson video!

My name is Polo. I live in a cold cold castle.

In the cold cold castle there is a cold cold door. Behind the cold cold door there is a cold cold kitchen.

In the cold cold kitchen there is a basket. And in the basket there is a kitten!

Today we are finishing our stories in the style of ‘A 
Dark, Dark Tale’. Look back at your work from Monday 
and Tuesday – you now have everything you need to 
write it out! Now look at how I turned my work from 
Monday and Tuesday into a complete story.My cat is called Polo.

My cat lives in a cold cold castle.

My repeating word: cold.

My story begins in a castle.

My story ends in a basket.

I have decided on my surprise: yes no



My name is _______________________________I live in __________________________________

In the ___________________________________________________________________________

there is _________________________________________________________________________

Behind the _______________________________________________________________________

there is _________________________________________________________________________

In the __________________________________________________________________________

there is _________________________________________________________________________

And in the __________________________________ there is ______________________________ !

Now it’s your turn! Use your previous work to help you complete your story. 
You can use the writing frame provided below, or make up your own. 



Maths Day 5
Adding Length

Click here to watch the video

Flash back, 
can you 
quickly solve 
these?

https://vimeo.com/511039862


Tiny is happy to be 
measuring in 
paperclips again!

 If each paperclip is 2, and we need 4, we can count in 
2s to help us! 2, 4, 6, 8

 If each pencil is 5, and we need 3, we can count in 5s 
to help us. 5, 10, 15

 We can use the ruler to help us add different objects 
together. A pencil and a pencil together is equal to 7cm.



The length of the knife is 8cm and the length of 
the fork is 6cm. 

8 + 6 = ______

Now let’s include the spoon. The spoon is 3cm.
Have a think.

• What is the total length of 2 spoons? 
• 2 spoons are equal to 1 …?

Well done! The total length of 2 spoons is 6cm, 
so 2 spoons are equal to 1 fork. 

Which is longer?

Or

The spoon is 3cm and 
the knife is 8cm. 
3 + 8 = 11.

Each fork is 6cm, and 
there are 2 forks.
6 + 6 = 12.

So which is longer?
Two forks!



Now it’s your turn! Have a go at the questions below.



Discovery Topic Day 5
On Monday we are all coming into school again. It’s been a while! Please let us know how you feel about coming back. 

It will be helpful for us when planning the first week back.





Day 5 – spelling test and 
spelling practice


